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DIDACTIC CUBE™

weight critical fall height assembly time users‘ age max. number of users dimensions

1 hr

product line BASIC

25 kg 520 mm 2 - 8 yrs 1 520 x 520 x 520 mm
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SAFETY SURFACE

no safety area required

according to EN1177

PRODUCT SAFETY

certi!ed according to EN1176

INSTALLATION

the product is installed onto a concrete foundation

PACKAGING

wrapped in box 600 x 600 x 600mm and delivered

on a pallet with size according to the number of products

STORAGE

in original packaging on a pallet

in temperatures between - 40° C and 50° C concrete base 300mm

PRODUCT COMPOSITION

rubber granules, PUR binder, lightweight concrete

COLOR COMBINATION

All color range available on request. List of available

pictural motives  and symbols is attached on next sheet

COLOR STABILITY

color may fade due to UV (up to level 3 on gray scale)
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DIDACTIC CUBE™
product line BASIC

MK7 - piggy MK8 - dog MK9 - frog

MK10 - lion MK11 - cat MK12 - sun

MK1 - happy face MK2 - sad face MK3 - boy

MK13 - lady

Numbers 1 - 10, capital letters A - Z,  colour dots

MK14 - gentleman MK15 - princess

MK4 - prince MK5 - granny MK6 - lumberjack

Didactic cubes are hand made and pictural motives, letters or 

numbers can be individually selected by customer. 

 Currently there are 15 pictural motives available, as well as all 

numbers and capital letters. Cube sides can as well be designed like 

a play dice with any number of dots on each side.

Available pictural motives and symbols for Didactic cube


